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SIDEWOOD ESTATE WINERY SUBMISSION TO 

WINE AUSTRALIA 

FOR THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT’S  
EXPORT AND REGIONAL WINE SUPPORT PACKAGE 

INTRODUCTION: 

mailto:philippa@sidewood.com.au
mailto:owen@sidewood.com.au
mailto:enquiries@wineaustralia.com
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With international tourists identifying fresh locally produced product food and world – class wines, as a major reason 
for visiting Australia it’s clear to see the potential that a national cohesive and effective wine tourism strategy would 
have on the economy and wine industry in Australia1. 

Tourism Research Australia estimated that in 2014-15 there were 15.8 million domestic visitor nights and 44.2 million 
international visitor nights associated with Australian wineries. Overall wine related visitor expenditure totalled $9.2 
billion in 2014/15.2 In Australia’s short history, the wine industry has grown from a few small vineyards to being one of 
the top ten wine producing countries in the world and is renowned for quality and innovation in the wines it produces. 
With almost every climate and soil type found in our country due to its geography, Australia unlike its overseas 
competitors can produce all major varietals of wine. 

Australia has proven it will respond quickly to the need for new types of wine through the development of new 
vineyards and plantings of varieties as demand dictates. Credited with developing innovative wine making techniques 
used world-wide and regularly awarded top honours at the largest international wine competitions indicates people 
world-wide are taking more interest than ever before in the Australian wine industry. From October 2015 to 
September 2016 Australia’s total value of exports grew by 10% and in 2016 Australian wine is being sold in over 100 
countries3.  

SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION:  

Reality style Documentary-Series following the story of selected Australian wineries and the characters within the 
industry in a behind the scenes look at the period “from vine to wine” showing the human stories behind the race to 
get wine to the market place – the vision would also serve as a vehicle for showing some of the country’s most 
magnificent landscapes.  

1 Australian Wine & Grape Authority, 2015, Economic Contribution of the Australian Wine Sector, pg 4 
2  Wine Australia, 2016, September 2016 Export Report 
3 Wine Australia, 2016, September 2016 Export Report 

https://www.wineaustralia.com/en/~/media/0000Industry%20Site/Documents/News%20and%20Media/News/Media%20Releases/Final%20AgEconlus%20Economic%20Contribution%20Australian%20Wine%20Sector.ashx
http://www.wineaustralia.com/en/News%20and%20Events/september-2016-export-report.aspx
http://www.wineaustralia.com/en/News%20and%20Events/september-2016-export-report.aspx
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PROPOSAL ONE 
REALITY STYLE DOCUMENTARY TELEVISION SERIES  

A binge worthy Australia documentary style reality TV series filming on location at 
major wine regions in Australia has the potential to deliver dividends to the 

Australian wine industry and economy. 

Supported with a national on the ground strategy to enhance visitor experiences 
to wine regions, a TV series showcased both locally and in Australia’s biggest wine 

export countries has the potential to expose Australia as a tourism destination to 
millions of people. 

WHAT IS THE PROPOSED ACTIVITY? 
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Reality Docu style series that takes viewers beyond the bottle following the story of three Australian winery teams 
bumpy race from vintage in Feb/March to vintage launch in October and the stories that unfold along the journey to 
get their wines to market.    

AUTHORS: Philippa Danson, Owen Inglis 

WORKING TITLE EXAMPLES: “Wine World,” “Grape To Glass,” “Beyond the Glass,” “Life of Wine,” “Behind The Wine” 
“Vine to Wine – An Australian Story” 

GENRE: Docu-Sitcom Reality Style TV Series like Swamp People, Duck Dynasty, Cajun Pawnstars, or Gold Rush, 

SYNOPSIS: Welcome to Wine Country.. Aussie Style.. Life in the land of Oz with its spectacular natural beauty and 
varying climates paired with a relaxed culture and a “hard yakka”” can do” work ethic, paints a pretty picture of 
opportunity. In just 200 years the Australian wine industry has grown to one of the top ten wine producing countries 
in the world. Today, thanks to the digital age, the Australian wine culture lifestyle is more desirable than ever before 
with brands and the people behind them gathering cult followings of their own.  

“WORKING TITLE” follows three boutique to small winery teams from the Adelaide Hills, Margaret River and the Yarra 
Valley and the intense period getting wine from grape to glass in time to impress at their respective VIP Vintage 
Launches in October. Educational, humorous, picturesque and even stressful viewing at times, this series takes viewers 
beyond the bottle giving them a real perspective of how their wine gets from grape to glass while giving an insight to 
the unique Australian wine lifestyle and witty characters behind the brands who find themselves in unlikely situations 
along the way.  

Though often at odds about the best decisions for the brands through all the drama, deadlines, and stress shared 
along the way it’s evident that the close friendship and unique bond the team behind the brands have is the crucial 
ingredient to their success. These workaholics with a mutual love of wine will have you agreeing that where there’s a 
hard-earned thirst there’s wine and these guys definitely deserve a glass or two!    

PARTICIPATING WINERIES: 

Adelaide Hills Winery  
Sidewood Estate Winery 

Yarra Valley Winery 
To Be Confirmed  

Margaret River Winery 
To Be Confirmed  

EPISODE FORMAT EXAMPLE: 

Every episode tells a story in the process of getting grapes to wine to market with a mix of interviews on camera and in 
the field to tell the story of each winery in that particular episode and its characters. There’s a common theme in every 
episode of education, a conflict and a resolution.  

The following is an example of what an episode could look like. A further in – depth television synopsis including more 
episode examples and character overviews can be provided on request.   

Example Episode 1: “It’s the Ripe Time” 

http://www.history.com/shows/swamp-people
http://www.aetv.com/shows/duck-dynasty
http://www.history.com/shows/cajun-pawn-stars/cast
http://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/gold-rush/
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Intro - A small montage with fly overs of the wine regions introducing the winery regions and the three wineries and 
the current situation of the season.  

Initial Highlights - Interviews introducing main characters and their roles at the winery before talking about what 
they’re up to in this episode then panning across to the featured characters of the show.  

Plot - It’s almost March and Growers across wine regions in Australia are putting together their teams of pickers while 
anxiously watching the weather. Rain and wind or even picking at the wrong time can ruin fruit and the livelihood of all 
involved.  

Owen Inglis, Owner of Sidewood Estate winery in the Adelaide Hills in South Australia is a new and often 
underestimated player in the wine game and this year he’s hungrier than ever to continue to produce award winning 
top quality wines. Owen has a meeting with his team members about what everyone’s up to in preparation for picking 
in a couple of weeks. There are short interviews with the main Characters introducing themselves and what they’re up 
too.   

Viticulturalist, Mark Vella explains the current weather situation and the impact it can have on growing grapes. He 
starts discussing the timeframe the fruit needs to be removed from the vines and the decision he faces with heavy 
storms forecasted but the fruit still requires some time to ripen.  

As well as introducing viewers to the Adelaide Hills wine region, each episode tells a story of each winery, some being 
humorous, stressful or educational. Sidewood’s story this episode could end with a cliff hanger of Mark deciding to 
leave the fruit on the vines and the storm starting to batter the Adelaide Hills and the crops in the vineyards in the 
area.  

Meanwhile at “TBC WINERY” in the Yarra Valley their story this episode could focus on getting their Cellar Door ready 
for an iconic guest and trying wines with them and showing them the region. The story of “TBC WINERY” in Margaret 
River could be about keeping up with an influx of patrons to their Cellar Door Wine Festival.  

The start of the next episode could show the aftermath of the damage caused by the storm in the Adelaide Hills and 
Mark explaining how lucky Sidewood has been with surrounding vineyards crops just down the road from Sidewood 
being completely wiped out and what excessive rain means for the quality of fruit. Sidewood’s story in Episode two 
could have a more-light hearted focus. It could show the story of Winemaker, Darryl Catlin holding Communications 
Manager, Philippa Danson (Flip) to her promise of working one day in the winery during vintage which she made in 
return for Darryl’s assistance with a series of draining events and commitments over a period. The episode like “Dirty 
Jobs” could follow the usually immaculately dressed Flip put away her suit and stilettos, roll up her sleeves and get her 
hands dirty in a humorous and educational episode of the winemaking process.   

WHO IS THE TARGET MARKET?  
Those who want to experience the unique qualities of contemporary Australian lifestyle associated with the 
enjoyment of wine at its source including wine, landscape and cultural activities.   

WHAT RESEARCH AND EXPERIENCE DEMONSTRATES THE VALUE THAT THIS ACTIVITY COULD 

BRING?  
Reality television unintentionally introduces possible tourism destinations through the characters and events 
portrayed and the locations they visit. It has been widely recognised in tourism literature that destination image 
greatly influences tourist destination choice, the more favourable the image of the destination the greater the 
likelihood of being selected as a destination. Film can provide knowledge of certain aspects of the country such as 
nature, culture and people resulting in the constructing an attitude towards a particular region or country4 

4Cactus Tourism Journal Vol. 2, Issue 2/2011, How film and television programs can promote tourism and increase the competitiveness of tourist destinations 

http://www.cactus-journal-of-tourism.ase.ro/Pdf/vol4/3%20Tuclea&Nistoreanu.pdf
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Tourism New Zealand and Air New Zealand secured filming for the new series called Dad, where are we going? which 
is viewed by around a quarter of China’s population. The series follows five celebrity Chinese father’s taking their 
young children on a series of challenges in New Zealand. Since the series started airing, the show’s hashtag has 
generated a staggering 12 billion mentions on social media.5 

Film- induced tourism’s growing popularity is mainly due to increasing international travel and to entertainment 
industry development. Schofield6 in his journal of Cinematographic images of a city stated that film-induced tourism 
will quickly become a fashion, because the public is very interested to have real experiences where the film is made. 

WHAT DOES THE ACTIVITY DEPEND ON? 
 Finding two other willing wineries to commit to filming for a period.

 Securing filming crews and professional Producers.

 Securing television rights locally and internationally

 An effective Marketing campaign

HOW DOES THE ACTIVITY ASSIST WINEMAKERS TO EXPORT  

The series will showcase the regions and promote Australian wine to other countries. 

ENABLE GREATER ACCESS TO MARKETS 
Showcases the wine regions of Australia to export markets. 

INCREASE THE CAPABILITY TO ENGAGE TOURISTS  
As well as showcasing the regions to tourists a digital marketing strategy and engaging downloadable phone 
application would assist in the ability to engage with these tourists with details about episodes, information about 
Australian wine and its regions and being able to locate places to purchase in their countries.  

BUILD NEW AND EXISTING MARKETS  
A TV Show provides an opportunity to showcase wine and Australia to people who may not know about Australian 
wine or not have tried it.  

HOW WOULD THESE BENEFITS BE MEASURED AND HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE TO ACHIEVE 

THEM?  
Export figures, tourism figures to regions and wineries featured and digital engagement campaign through hash tags 
to see how many people are talking about the program.  

WHAT PART AND/OR CONTRIBUTION WOULD YOU TAKE IN THE DELIVERY OF THIS PROJECT? 
Sidewood Estate would assist in the development of the television show and business development plan.  

5 Goundry, Nick, The Location Guide, 2014, Chinese reality TV show could prove huge tourism boost for New Zealand 
6 Schofield, P., 1996. Cinematographic images of a city. Tourism Management, 17(5), 333-340 

http://www.thelocationguide.com/blog/2014/09/ng-filming-on-location-chinese-reality-tv-show-could-prove-huge-tourism-boost-for-new-zealand/



